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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an Energy Harvesting aware Entropy-based Routing
protocol, called EHER, in mobile ad-hoc wireless sensor networks. The main features
and contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we use physical layer information of
RF-energy harvesting when routes are selected in network layer. Second, we use energy
aware entropy based mesh route selection strategy adaptively to efficiently support route
stability. Third, we use a direction-guided line using location information to support
energy saving for the establishment of routing routes in the given networks. The
performance evaluation using OPNET shows that the proposed routing protocol can
efficiently support PDR, average and minimum remaining energy of nodes, and the
lifetime of routes and networks, respectively.
Keywords: mobile ad-hoc wireless sensor network, RF-energy harvesting, direction
guided line, entropy, adaptive mesh route selection

1. Introduction
Sensor networks that can be established in tough environments such as mountains and
seas that may not be easily accessible can transfer and give useful information to the
administrators in monitoring centers. Recently, many researchers have been focusing on
how to extend node lifetime and save energy consumption effectively. One research
approach to solve those problems is to use RF-energy harvesting that uses RadioFrequency to charge the battery in the physical layer.
The authors in [1] study the impact of relay selection scheme in RF energy harvesting
environment during data transmission. It was found that the increased energy harvesting
time in data transmission decreases the probability of successful data transmission.
Therefore, the proportion of energy harvesting in data transmission is an important fact.
The authors in [2-3], on the other hand, try to optimize energy allocation and
managements in RF energy harvesting. Meanwhile, the authors in [4-6] design and
evaluate energy harvesting circuit, and present optimization. We confirm the need for a
variety of studies in related works [1-6] while the related works [1-6] focus on physical
layer.
On the other hand, the authors in [7] study a routing protocol in network layer using
energy information. Their energy-harvesting model uses a solar panel instead of RFenergy harvesting. This research shows a comparison of increased lifetime to DD protocol
[8] that does not consider energy to select route.
Cross layer is an escape from the independent layer of TCP/IP communication model
while the cross-layer approach is used actively to improve performance of communication
systems recently. The authors in [9] combine application layer, data-link layer, and
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physical layer together to efficiently improve the performance of multimedia transmission.
Our previous work [10], on the other hand, proposes a routing protocol that takes energy
harvesting and efficiency into consideration.
The main features and contributions of the proposed routing protocol, EHER, can be
summarized as follows.

Cross-layer concept: In the proposed routing protocol EHER, a cross-layer
concept with both the physical layer and network layer to establish routing routes is
used. The EHER utilizes RF-energy harvesting information generated by an RFenergy harvest model in the physical layer when routes are selected in the network
layer. It means that it is possible to harvest and charge the signal power for transmission.

Entropy based adaptive mesh route selection: In EHER, mesh routing routes
are adaptively selected based on entropy concepts using information from RF-energy
harvesting to efficiently support route stability with increased packet delivery rate (PDR).
It means that the number of routes between two nodes can be changed adaptively
according to the condition of route stability. For example, we can select multiple mesh
routes between two nodes if there are bad routes with low route stability, while only one
route can be selected if the stability of all of routes is very high between two routes.

Direction guided line using location information: In EHER, a strategy of
direction guided line between source node and destination node using location
information is used to efficiently support energy saving, control over head, and finally
packet delivery ratio (PDR).
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed
routing protocol, EHER, with basic concepts and architecture, and algorithm of
EHER. A performance evaluation of the proposed EHER is described in Section 3.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Proposed Routing Protocol: EHER
2.1. Basic Concepts and Architecture
Figure 1 describes the basic concepts and architecture of the proposed routing
protocol, EHER. In the given networks, mobile ad-hoc wireless sensor networks, S
is a source node that works as sink node called by gateway that is connected to the
Internet and gathers information from sensor nodes in the networks. D is a
destination node. As we can see in Figure 1, the proposed EHER consists of the
following concepts and architectures such as a cross-layer approach to the use
information from RF-energy harvesting, entropy based adaptive mesh route
selection to efficiently support route stability with increased packet delivery rate (PDR),
direction guided line using location information to efficiently support energy saving,
control over head, and finally packet delivery ratio (PDR), respectively.
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(a) Basic Concepts and Architecture

(b) Cross-Layer Concept

Figure 1. Basic Concepts and Architecture of Proposed EHER
2.2. The Algorithm of Proposed Routing Protocol, EHER
Figure 2 presents the operations of the proposed EHER algorithm. The operations of
the EHER algorithm consists of the following:
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Figure 2. Operation of EHER Algorithm
Step 1: When an event is happening, a source node S (sink) broadcasts Request packet
(RREQ packet) to find a destination. The RREQ packet includes some information such
as source ID, destination ID, previous node ID, current node ID, previos node energy
information, hop-count, and direction guided line information to destination, current node
energy information. Where node energy information means the remaining energy of node
according to the RF-energy harvesting per unit session time. Node energy information can
be updated and given by using Eq. (1) according to the amount of comsumed energy and
RF-energy harvesting by node.
em (t )  em (t , t  t )
(1)
Where em a function of updated energy at a node is, t is time and t is unit time
interval. RF-energy harvesting uses RF signal to charge energy and transmit data.
More specifically, transmission between source and destination is carried out in
each fixed block time with two phases. In the first phase of α, all nodes harvest
energy from other nodes. In the second phase of (1-α), the node broadcasts its signal.
The role of direction-guided line is to control the region range for route construction.
In this paper, the direction guided line is fixed with angle θ =  /3.
Step 2: When a node receives the RREQ packet, the node checks and confirms
whether the node is a destination node and within the direction guided line or not. If the
recevied node is not a destination node and within the direction guided line, the node
updates Request routing table (REQ_Table) and broadcasts RREQ packet to neighbor
nodes. These operations are repeated until a destination node receives the RREQ packet.
If a received node is not a destination node and out of the region range of the direction
guided line, the node doesn't broadcast the RREQ anymore.
Step 3: When a destination node receives an RREQ packet, the destination node
updates the REQ_Table by using the information in the RREQ packet. The destination
node generates Reply packet (RREP packet), which consists of source ID, destination ID,
previous ID, current node ID, previous node energy information, current node energy
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information, hop-count. The destination node selects allowed candidate mesh routes to
previous nodes, then forwards RREP packet to the assigned previous nodes to source
node via selected candidate mesh routes.
Step 4: When a node receives an RREP packet, the node calculates the route stability
between the node (current node) and a destination node based on the entropy using the
remaining energy information of each node as follows:

Calculates the probability of relative change of energy for neighborhood nodes at
the current node m on the selected candidate route by using Eq. (2)
e (t )
Pm (t )  m
(2)
 ei (t )
iFm

Where Fm is a set of neighborhood nodes. Therefore, denominator means the
summation of remaining node energy of neighborhood nodes.

We use Eq. (2) to calculate route stability between a current node and a
destination. Route stability means the strength of route. Therefore, a much higher
value of route stability means that this route can survive in much longer time in the
energy viewpoints. Using Eq. (2), the entropy at the current node m is given by Eq.
(3)
P (t ) log( Pm (t ))
Em (t )  m
(3)
C Fm
Where Em (t ) is entropy using energy information at a node m for the neighbor nodes
on the selected candidate route. C Fm is the number of neighbor nodes on the selected
candidate route. Em (t ) has the normalized value as 0  Em (t )  1 .
The route stability between a current node and a destination node is obtained as Eq.
(4) if there are N number of hop counts between a current node and a destination
node.
N

Route _ Stability   Em (t )

(4)

m 1

Route stability is strength of route. The high route stability means result of Eq. (3)
is constant with the results in the route.
 The current node updates Reply routing table (REP_table) by using the route
stability information for all the selected candidate routes. In this case, the current
node can adaptively select the number of mesh routes (ex: mesh routes or tree route)
between the current node and a previous node to the destination node, according to
the value of route stability.
 These operations at the current node are repeated for all the selected candidate
routes.
Step 5: When a source node (sink node) receives the RREP packet, first the
source node repeats the operations in step 4. Then, the source node starts to forward
the data packet to the next node via selected routes (mesh routes or tree route)
according to the route stability in the routing table (REP_table) to the destination
node

3. Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of our proposed routing protocol, EHER, is evaluated
by using OPNET. Table 1 describes simulation environments.
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Table 1. Simulation Environments
Parameter
Network Size
Radio Range

Descriptions
1,000m  1,000m
250m

Number of Sink

1

Number of Mobile Node

50
0km/h ~ 60km/h

Random Waypoint Mobility

Direction: 0 ~ 2 

Mobility Pause Time

0 ~ 10 sec

Capacity of node battery

45W

Transmitter Cost

1.2W

Charge Rate

0 ~ 1.5W

The network size is 1km  1km and consists of 50 mobile nodes, and one sink in
the mobile ad-hoc wireless sensor networks. The transmit range of each node is 250
m and the transmission direction of each node is 0 ~ 2  . We use the angle of
direction guided line with a pre-specified region range value  /3. We assume that
all nodes already know their location information using GPS information. All nodes
can move dynamically with random mobility. Random mobility means that node
speed is changed according to uniform random distribution from 0 to maximum
speed 60 km/h. Mobility pause time means the waiting time of a node to the next
movement. Mobility pause time also is changed according to uniform random
distribution from 0 to 10 seconds. Capacity of node battery is 45W and one
transmission consumes 1.2W signal power for transmitter and receiver, respectively.
Volume of RF energy harvesting is from 0 to 1.5W. This value is related to the node
distance from transmitter to receiver.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of proposed
EHER with ADOV-EH [10] and AODV. PDR means how many packets can be
transmitted from a source node to a destination node successfully.

Figure 3. PDR as a Function of Node Speed
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As we can see in Figure 3, EHER can support PDR efficiently. The reason is that
EHER can efficiently support the stability of a route by using RF-energy harvesting aware
entropy-based concepts to establish adaptive mesh routes. Also, since EHER utilizes
direction-guided line using location information, the number of control overhead and
consumed energy for route construction can be reduced.

Figure 4. Control Overhead as a Function of Node Speed
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the control overhead of the proposed protocol,
EHER, with AODV-EH and AODV. The control overhead means the number of
control signal packets (RREQ, RREP) required per session setup for each node. As
we can see in Figure 4, EHER can efficiently reduce the control overhead to
establish routing routes. The reason is that a direction-guided line using EHER can
reduce a large number of control signal packets to establish routing route. However,
as we can see in Figure 4, if we do not use direction-guided line, the control
overhead is increased because mesh routes require a lot of control signal packets to
establish routing routes.

Figure 5. Delay as a Function Node Speed
Figure 5 shows a comparison of delay of the proposed EHER with AODV-EH and
AODV. Delay is the consumed time for construction of routing routes session setup.
As we can see in Figure 5, EHER has a bit of high delay. The reason is that EHER
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uses adaptive mesh routing routes, which require much time compared to the tree
route for session setup for the construction of routing route.

Figure 6. Average Remaining Energy of Node in the Selected Route
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the average remaining energy of a node in the
selected route. As we can see in Figure 6, EHER can efficiently support average
remaining energy of nodes in a selected route. The reason is that EHER can reduce
the consumption of energy for construction of routing routes by using directionguided line and save energy by using RF-energy harvesting. As we can see in Figure
6, the average energy of EHER keeps around 97%.

Figure 7. Minimum Remaining Energy of Node on the Selected Route
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the minimum remaining energy of nodes on the
selected route. As we can see in Figure 7, EHER can efficiently support the
minimum remaining energy of nodes on the selected route. The reason is that EHER
can reduce the consumption of energy for construction of routing routes by using
direction-guided line and save energy by using RF-energy harvesting. As we can see
in Figure 7, EHER can keep a constant value of minimum remaining energy of node
on the selected route to around 97%.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an energy harvesting aware entropy based routing protocol,
called EHER. The main features of the EHER were to use the following concepts such as
cross-layer concept, entropy based adaptive mesh route selection, and direction guided
line using location information to increase transmission efficiency. RF-energy harvesting
was performed in the physical layer while the information of RF-energy harvesting was
used for route construction in the network layer with cross-layer concepts. To select stable
adaptive mesh routes quantitatively. An entropy concept using energy information was
applied for selecting stable adaptive mesh routes quantitatively. Additionally, a strategy
using location information called direction-guided line was introduced to efficiently
support energy saving and control overhead. The performance evaluation showed that the
proposed EHER could effectively support transmission efficiency with high PDR, low
control overhead, low delay, and high remaining energy of node. In our next studies, we
shall focus on how to support adaptive direction guided line according to route stability
analytically.
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